Abstract. The aim of this paper is to display numerical results that show the interest of some multilevel methods for problems of parabolic type. These schemes are based on multilevel spatial splittings and the use of di erent time steps for the various spatial components.
Introduction
The aim of this paper is to give numerical results that show the interest of some multilevel techniques for problems of parabolic type. Our methods are based on multilevel spatial splittings and the use of di erent time steps for the various spatial components.
The spatial discretization we consider is of Fourier type. Such a discretization allows to simply de ne a two-level spatial decomposition; but, the authors believe that the general idea of the multilevel method extends to other types of spatial discretization and, in particular, to nite element methods.
Let T > 0. To compute an approximate solution of the problem on the time-interval (0; T), we rst design an adaptative classical (one-level) method. It is based on an a posteriori analysis inspired by the works of C. Johnson and his co-workers 5, 6, 7, 10] for nite element methods.
For time advancing, we use a variant of the discontinuous Galerkin method of order 0 (see Eriksson, Johnson and Thom ee 8]), in which the non-linear term is treated explicitly. It can also be viewed as a variant of the implicit/explicit Euler scheme where the force function is integrated over time exactly.
Let k n be the time-step at iteration n, and t n = P n i=1 k i . Denote by S Mn the space of trigonometric polynomials of degree lower or equal to M n =2 in each variable. The solution is spatially approximated at time t n by U n 2 S Mn . At every iteration n, the adaptative method nds the discretization parameters k n and M n such that an appropriate norm of the error is below a given tolerance. The a posteriori error analysis and the adaptative algorithm are investigated for two problems: a linear one (heat equation) and a non-linear one.
Next, we consider multilevel decompositions. For each n 1, let m n and M n be two integers such UMR CNRS 5585 et D epartement Math ematiques{Informatique{Syst emes, Ecole Centrale de Lyon, BP 163, 69131 ECULLY Cedex, France that 1 < m n M n . The two-level spatial decomposition of S Mn writes: S Mn = S mn (P Mn ? P mn )S Mn :
Based on this splitting, we look for an approximate solution in the form U n = V n + W n ; where V n 2 S mn ; W n 2 (P Mn ? P mn )S Mn :
The component V is made of the lower modes of U, whereas W is made of the higher ones. Again the temporal discretization for each of these components is a variant of the discontinuous Galerkin method of order 0. But, V is integrated with a time step k, whereas W is integrated with a time step K > k. Equations for V and W are coupled through the previous set of modes of U and the (possible) non-linear term (see sections 2.2 and 3.2 for a detailed de nition of the multilevel scheme). We derive an a posteriori error estimate for our scheme. Then, we design an adaptative algorithm. For a non-negative integer p given by the user, at every iteration n, the algorithm nds discretization parameters k n , m n and M n , whereas K n is set to pk n , so that the error is below a given tolerance.
Let us now motivate this multilevel strategy. For 2D Navier-Stokes equations (see Foias, Manley and Temam 9]), as well as for many other parabolic problems, it can be shown that the energy carried in the higher modes of the solution is much smaller than the one carried in the lower modes. Consequently, the contribution to the error of the higher modes should be small. Therefore, it seems natural to integrate them with a larger time step and hope not to spoil the overall accuracy. This is not in contradiction with the fact that the higher modes may evolve faster than the lower ones; or the one that the stability of the scheme may require a smaller time step for the higher modes, since we only aim to compute the solution with some given accuracy.
Moreover, the interest of the multilevel strategy has been shown in Burie & Marion 2] thanks to a stability analysis and a priori error estimates for a non-adaptative version of the multilevel method; so have earlier computational studies for the 2D Navier-Stokes equations in Debussche, Dubois and Temam 4] . Nevertheless, in 4], no a posteriori analysis is investigated, and therefore the adaptative criterions are di erent; also the numerical performances of the algorithm are not compared to the ones of a 'classical' (one-level) adaptative method.
For both considered problems, our numerical results show the stability of the method and the interest of adaptivity. Concerning computing time, the multilevel method is clearly superior; we evidence a gain up to 70%. Moreover, we observe that the smaller the tolerance is, the more important the gain in computing time is.
Of course, the time discretization we use is not suited to deal with problems such as Navier-Stokes equations with high Reynolds numbers. But it is an interesting rst step to show the potential of the multilevel methods. We intend in subsequent papers to study more involved time discretizations. Also, we aim to extend this method to other types of boundary conditions and spatial discretizations.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 focuses on the linear problem. Both, for the one-level and the multilevel methods, we give an a posteriori error estimate and introduce an adaptative algorithm. Then, we discuss some implementation issues and present some numerical tests. Section 3 adresses similar questions for the non-linear equation. This problem is a vectorial one in analogy with the non-linear system considered in section 3.
An adaptative method in space and time
We aim to derive an adaptative code for the integration of (2:1). Our techniques will be inspired by the works of C. Johnson et al. (see 5, 6] in particular).
The spatial discretization is based on the space S M of trigonometric polynomials with values in R 2 of degree M=2 in each variable. We denote by P M the L 2 ( ) projection onto S M . We also set Q M = I ? P M :
The time discretization we use is a discontinuous Galerkin method of order zero (see Eriksson, Johnson and Thom ee 8]). We let N 2 N and introduce the following decomposition of (0; T):
We denote by I n = (t n?1 ; t n ) n=1;:::;N the N sub-intervals of (0; T), and set k n = t n ? t n?1 .
On each time interval I n , the exact solution u of problem (2:1) is approximated by U n 2 S Mn . So, the approximate solution U belongs to the following space E h , (see also g. 1), E h = fU ; 8n 2 f1; : : :; Ng; U(t)j In = U n 2 S Mn g: (2. 3) Then, the sequence (U n ) n is given by the following recursive formula U n ? P Mn U n?1 ? k n U n = Z In P Mn fdt; n = 1; : : :; N; (2.4a) where, U 0 = u 0 : (2.4b) This scheme is a variant of the Euler backward scheme, where f is integrated over time exactly.
We now aim to give an a posteriori error estimate for this scheme. We need some additionnal notations. We denote by H r p ( ) the space of functions which belong to H r loc (R 2 ) 2 and are -periodic. The space H 0 p ( ) is equipped with the usual L 2 -norm
We also set kuk T = sup t2(0;T) ju(:; t)j:
The functions k and M are de ned on (0,T) by: k(t)j In = k n ; M(t)j In = M n ; for n = We refer to Burie 1] for the proof of Theorem 2.1. The di erent terms arising in the a posteriori estimate (2:5) can be easily interpreted. Indeed the rst two ones are due to the time discretization; in particular, since jU n ? U n?1 j ' jku t j, we recover that the scheme is of order one in time. The next two terms are related to the spatial discretization. In particular, since M n M n?1 implies Q Mn U n?1 = 0, the term QM n Un?1 knM 2 n of (2:5) may be viewed as an estimate of the de-re ning error.
Let TOL be a given tolerance. Using the above a posteriori estimate, we aim to devise an adaptative algorithm that computes an approximate solution U of problem (2:1) satisfying ju(t n ) ? U n j TOL; for n = 1; : : :; N: (2.6) Of course, the discretization parameters should be chosen so that the computational cost is optimal.
In view of (2:5), it is natural to introduce the following functions: Est kn (k n ; M n ; U n ) = L n k 2 n kf t k In + jU n ? U n?1 j Est Mn (k n ; M n ; U n ) = 4L n M where n 2 N , L n = 2 + 1=2 max i=1;:::;n p log(t i =k i ), and kuk In = sup t2In ju(:; t)j. Clearly, Est T is equal to the right-hand side of a posteriori estimate (2:5). Therefore, in order to guarantee the error control (2:6) it is su cient to nd the time steps k n , the numbers of modes M n and the corresponding U n such that for each n = 1; : : :; N Est n (k n ; M n ; U n ) TOL: (2.7)
At a typical time step, k n , M n and U n are determined through an iterative procedure. Let us denote by F n the function giving U n in terms of k n , M n and U n?1 in (2:4), that is: U n = F n (k n ; M n ; U n?1 ) = P Mn U n?1 + k n U n + Z In P Mn f dt:
Then, note that Est kn (resp. Est Mn ) depends mainly on k n (resp. M n ). We introduce a sequence (k j n ; M j n ; U j n ) j 0 that tends to (k n ; M n ; U n ) satisfying Est kn (k n ; M n ; U n ) ' 9 10 TOL; Est Mn (k n ; M n ; U n ) ' 1 10 TOL; (2.8)
as follows. Suppose that (k n?1 ; M n?1 ; U n?1 ) is known. We set (k 0 n ; M 0 n ) = (k n?1 ; M n?1 ) and U 0 n = F(k 0 n ; M 0 n ; U n?1 ). Next, for j 1, k j n is given by and U j n is given by U j n = F n (k j n ; M j n ; U n?1 ):
The procedure is re-iterated till reaching the stopping condition Est n (k j n ; M j n ; U j n ) TOL: (2.9d) In this case, we then set (k n ; M n ; U n ) = (k j n ; M j n ; U j n ):
Thanks to the stopping condition (2:9d) and to (2:8), for each n 2 f1; : : :; Ng, the error control (2:7)
should be satis ed with near equality, which is necessary in view of the reliability and e ciency of the algorithm. Moreover, if TOL is small enough the discretization parameters should slightly vary from one time step of the scheme to the next one. Therefore, the sequence (k j n ; M j n ; U j n ) j should converge in a very few iterations. We will check this property numerically. Remark 2.2. It could seem more natural to ask for Est kn (k n ; M n ; U n ) ' TOL=2; Est Mn (k n ; M n ; U n ) ' TOL=2 instead of (2:8) . But, since the parameter M n is discrete, this choice would lead to Est Mn (k n ; M n ; U n ) TOL=2; so that, the estimated error would often be about half the tolerance, which implies a loss of e ciency for the algorithm. The strategy of the multi-level method we will introduce consists in freezing the higher modes of the approximate solution during several iterations of the lower modes. As explained in the introduction, we expect that integrating the higher modes with a larger time-step will not spoil the overall accuracy of the method.
As in section 2.1, we denote by U the approximate solution of (2:1) and use the decomposition of (0; T) in N sub-intervals I n = (t n?1 ; t n ) with k n = t n ? t n?1 . Now, concerning the spatial discretization, on each interval I n , we are given two integers m n and M n such that 1 < m n M n . The integer m n is called cut o mode. The approximate solution is splitted into a sum of two components, a low frequency one V n and a high frequency one W n : U n = V n + W n ; V n 2 P mn S Mn and W n 2 (P Mn ? P mn )S Mn :
For each q = 1; : : :; Q, let p q be a non negative integer. The component W n is kept constant over p q successive intervals I n . We note J q the union of these intervals, and set K q the length of J q . Obviously, we have K q = X n;In Jq k n :
Since the parameters m n , M n and W n are kept constant over J q , they are denoted by m q , M q and W q .
The approximate solution U of problem (2:1) lies in the space, (see also Fig. 2 ), F h = U ; 8q 2 f1; : : :; Qg; 8n 2 f1; : : :; Ng such that I n J q ; Uj In (t) = U n = V n + W q ; where V n 2 S mq and W q 2 (P Mq ? P mq )S Mq : (2.10)
For q 2 f1; : : :; Qg, we denote by n q the index of the rst interval I n contained in J q , that is: 8q = 1; : : :; Q; n q = minfn 2 f1; : : :; Ng such that I n J q g:
The sequences (V n ) n and (W q ) q are given by the following recursive formulas: where, U 0 = u 0 : (2.12c) Note that the component V n is computed with the time-step k n , whereas W q is computed with the time-step K q . The equations (2.12a) and (2.12b) are coupled through the projection of U n?1 on the new set of lower (resp. higher) modes.
We now give an a posteriori error estimate for this multilevel scheme. Let k, K, m and M be the functions de ned on (0,T) by: k(t)j In = k n ; K(t)j Jq = K q ; m(t)j Jq = m q ; M(t)j Jq = M q : The following theorem is proved in Burie It is interesting to compare estimate (2:13) with the corresponding one for the scheme (2:4). The rst two lines in the right-hand side of (2:13) are similar to the estimate (2:5); in particular, we emphasize that the constants are the same ones. The other terms of (2:13) are clearly due to the multilevel strategy. They vanish if m M. Also, if m is close to M, these terms are small in comparison with the previous ones. Indeed, in this case we have
similarly, provided k and K are`small enough' 2 max q=1;:::;Q (P Mq ? P mq )(U nq ? U nq?1 ) ' 2 kK(P M ? P m )u t k T max n=1;:::;N j(U n ? U n?1 )j ' kku t k T :
We now aim to de ne an adaptative algorithm that yields an approximate solution U of problem (2:1) such that ju(t n ) ? U n j TOL; for n = 1; : : :; N:
where TOL is some given tolerance. Recalling (2:13), for n 2 f1; : : :; Ng and q 2 f1; : : :; Qg, we introduce the following functions:
Est kn = L n k 2 n kf t k In + jU n ? U n?1 j where n q is given by (2:11), U n = V n + W q and L n = 2 + 1=2 max i=1;:::;n p log (t i =k i ) (the variation of L n upon J q is neglected).
Thus de ned, Est T is greater or equal to the right-hand side of estimate (2:13). So, in order to guarantee the error control (2:14), it is su cient to nd for each q 2 f1; : : :; Qg K q ; M q ; m q ; and k n for all n such that I n J q ; and the corresponding approximations W q and (V n ) n; In Jq such that Est q (k n ; K q ; M q ; m q ; V n + W q ) TOL:
At a typical time step q by analogy with the one-level method, we use an iterative procedure that converges to parameters and corresponding approximate solutions satisfying Est kn (k n ; K q ; : : :) TOL 1 ; Est Mq (k n ; K q ; : : :) TOL 2 ; Est MLq (k n ; K q ; : : :) TOL 3 ; with TOL 1 + TOL 2 + TOL 3 =TOL.
Here, Est kn and Est Mq will allow us to de ne the time step k n (for the lower modes) and the number of modes M n . Then the other term Est MLq should allow us to nd the time step K q (for the higher modes) and the cut-o mode m q . However, this quantity does not seem to be su cient to yield both parameters (especially if f t 0). Therefore one needs to introduce a supplementary condition. Here we choose to x the number of iterations of V during which W is frozen. That is, the ration K q =k n is kept constant; we set
where the value of p is chosen a priori. In practice, during the iterative procedure, once the parameter k j n is given by Est kn (k j n ) ' TOL 1 , we set K j q = pk j n and m j q is given by condition Est MLq (K j q ; m j q ) ' TOL 3 .
This procedure is rather natural since Est MLq (K q ; m q ) TOL 3 always has the trivial solution m q = M q . Clearly, if the algorithm gives m q < M q , this will show that the higher modes of U can indeed be integrated with a larger time step without any loss in accuracy.
Remark 2.4. The above method involves two levels, but the principle can easily be extended to several levels. Indeed, let N be some number of levels and let m i be N integers such that 1 < m 1 < < m N .
The approximate solution can be splitted into the sum U = V + W 2 + + W N where V 2 S m1 and W i 2 (P mi ? P mi?1 )S mN . The component V is then integrated with a time step k, and each W i with a time step p i k where p i are integers satisfying 1 < p 2 < < p N . The p i are chosen a priori; for instance a natural choice is p i = 2 i?1 . Then, the adaptative algorithm gives the values of the di erent cut o modes m i .
We now introduce the algorithm. Let " > 0 a small parameter, we choose to set
10 ; TOL 2 = (1 ? ") TOL 10 ; TOL 3 = "TOL: This choice will provide values of k and M close to the ones in the one-level method so that it will be possible to compare the numerical performances of the two schemes. For the numerical tests, we set " = 1=25.
The algorithm is composed of two steps. At a typical time step q, we recall that n q is de ned by n q = minfn 2 f1; : : :; Ng such that I n J q g:
Suppose that (k nq?1 ; K q?1 ; M q?1 ; m q?1 ) and U nq?1 = V nq?1 + W q?1 are known. First, we compute parameters k nq ; K q ; M q ; m q and the corresponding components V nq and W q of U nq given by (2.12a) and (2.12b). Next, for all n such that I n J q , since K q ; M q ; m q and W q are known and xed, we only have to compute parameters k n and the corresponding component V n of U n = V n + W q given by (2.12a).
More ; m q ; U nq ) = (k j nq ; K j q ; M j q ; m j q ; U j nq ) . Next, we perform the remaining iterations of V n . For this, we introduce a new variable Sumk, and set Sumk= k nq . While Sumk< K q , for each n the parameter k n?1 and U n?1 = V n?1 + W q are known, we determine k n and V n as follows. We set k 0 n = k n?1 and compute the corresponding component V 0 n thanks to (2.12a). Next, for j 1, k j n is given by
and we compute U j n = V j n + W q where V j n is given by (2.12a). This procedure is re-iterated till the stopping condition Est kn (k j n ; U j n ) TOL 1 (2.15g) is satis ed. In this case, we set (k n ; U n ) = (k j n ; U j n ), Sumk=Sumk+k n and perform the next iteration of V n .
2.3 Numerical tests
We rst give some indications on the practical implementation of the one-level adaptative algorithm, which easily extend to the multilevel algorithm.
Computation of U n . The Fourier coe cient of ' associated to the mode l = (l 1 ; l 2 ) 2 Z 2 is denoted by F l ('). We also de ne jlj = Computation of the a posteriori estimate Est n . First, the norms k(I ? P M )fk I n j and kf t k I n j are approximated by j(I ? P M )f(t n?1 )j and jf t (t n?1 )j respectively.
Next, the quantities jU n ? U n?1 j and jQ Mn U n?1 j are computed using the Fourier coe cients of U n and U n?1 thanks to the the Parseval equality.
Finally, to compute j(I ? P M )f(t n?1 )j, assuming that M M max , we note that j(I ? P M )fj ' j(P Mmax ? P M )fj;
and, using Parseval equality, we then nd
jF l (f)(t n?1 )j 2 :
The direct computation of the right-hand side of (2:17) would require a FFT based on M 2 Max modes, which is too costly. Therefore, we make the following assumption upon the fonction f:
there exist functions g 1 ; g 2 ; h 1 ; h 2 such that 8x; t; f(x; t) = This concludes our remarks upon the implementation of the algorithms.
The rst solution of (2:1) we consider is de ned by f 0 and
The initial condition u 0 is a smooth 'approximation' of a -function at (x 1 ; x 2 ) = ( ; ) (see Fig. 3 ). We choose T = 1:5 and TOL= 0:001. The results are given in Fig. 5 for the one-level method, and, in 6 for the multilevel one, where p = 3. In Fig. 5 are displayed versus time:
upper-left quadrant: time-steps k, upper-right quadrant: number of modes M, and, j max (points) the maximum number of iterations needed by the algorithm to nd the discretization parameters, lower-left quadrant: L 2 -norms of real (points) and estimated error (points), lower-right quadrant: L 2 -norm of the solution u of (2:1). As expected, we rst notice that the discretization parameters k and M given by both algorithms are slightly equal. Therefore, further displayed tests will only concern the multilevel method.
Next, on Fig. 5 we nd that j max is equal to one most often, i.e. the research of discretization parameters loop converges in one single iteration. This allows to minimize the cost of the adaptive algorithm. In this case, the gain in computing time allowed by the multilevel strategy reaches 30%. We notice that the smaller TOL is, the better the gain is. Actually, this fact is general, as we will show thereafter.
The second solution we consider is de ned by (see Fig. 4 ) (u 0 ) 1 (x 1 ; x 2 ) = (u 0 ) 2 (x 1 ; x 2 ) = (?8 4 =15 + 4 2 x 2 2 ? 4 x 3 2 + x 4 2 )=100 f 1 (x 1 ; x 2 ) = f 2 (x 1 ; x 2 ) = exp(?0:1(jx 1 ? j 2 + jx 2 ? j 2 )) (cos ( t=2)) 5 :
We choose T = 8 and TOL= 0:01. The result of the multilevel method is displayed on Fig. 7 .
With T = 120 (i.e. 30 periods of f), we check the stability of the multilevel method for TOL=0.05 (see Fig. 8 ).
Concerning computing time, we have the following table. Indeed, as shown on Fig. 9 , p being a constant, as TOL decreases the total number of modes M increases since a ner re nement is needed, while the cut o value m given by the algorithm does not change. More precisely, there exists a function mc(t), which does not depend on TOL, such that if
M(t) mc(t) then m(t) ' mc(t).
Therefore, compared with the one-level method, the smaller TOL is, the larger the number of modes integrated with a time-step pk > k is, and nally, the greater the gain is.
We heuristically justify this behaviour. At a typical time-step n, let us rst assume that jk 2 n f t (t n )j jU n ? U n?1 j;
and, also, jp 2 k 2 n (P M ? P m )f t (t n )j j(P M ? P m )(U nq ? U nq?1 )j:
Then, due to the a posteriori estimate (2:13) and to the construction of the multilevel algorithm, we have jk 2 n f t (t n )j ' 9TOL 10 ; 2p 2 jk 2 n (P M ? P m )f t (t n )j ' TOL 25 ; therefore, by dividing the former term by the latter one, we see that p 2 j(P M ? P m )f t (t n )j jf t (t n )j ' 1 45 : Next, assume that jk 2 n f t (t n )j jU n ? U n?1 j;
and, jU n ? U n?1 j ' k n ju t (t n )j;
and, also, j(P M ? P m )(U nq ? U nq?1 )j ' j(P M ? P m )(W q ? W q?1 )j ' pk n ju t (t n )j:
As before, we then obtain p j(P M ? P m )u t (t n )j ju t (t n )j ' 1 45 : So, in both cases, we have found an`equation' that does not depend on TOL, linking p and m. These two equations explain the existence of mc(t). (Of course, this behaviour is strongly related to the fact that, for the multilevel algorithm, p is a constant given by the user.)
In conclusion, we have checked that the multilevel method allows a signi cant gain in computing time, compared with an optimal adaptative one-level method. Moreover, we have shown that the smaller the required accuracy is, the greater the gain is. To simplify the notations, thereafter, the following abstract formulation of (3:1) in the space of the divergence free functions will be considered: We also recall that D(A) = H \ H 2 p ( ).
An adaptative method in space and time
We use notations analogous to the ones in section 2.1 for the heat equation. In particular, here S Mn still denotes the space of trigonometric polynomials with values in R 2 of degree M n =2 in each variable, but supplemented with a divergence free condition. Also, P Mn denotes the projection on this space. Taking into account this di erence, the approximate solution U lies in space E h de ned by (2:3). The sequence (U n ) n is advanced in time thanks to the following scheme:
U n ? P Mn U n?1 + k n AU n + k n P Mn B(U n?1 ) = Z In P Mn f dt; n = 1; : : :; N; (3.3a)
with, U 0 = u 0 : (3.3b) This scheme is a variant of the discontinuous Galerkin method in which the non-linear term is computed explicitly, for implementation convenience.
The techniques for the a posteriori analysis of problem (3:1) are inspired by the works of C. Johnson et al. (see 7, 10] in particular). For a general non linear problem, this analysis requires to introduce stability constants whose computation is a non trivial di culty. Indeed, they are de ned through the solution of an associated problem, which is the dual of the original problem linearized between the exact solution u and the approximate one. Usually, this dual problem has to be solved numerically.
However in the case of problem (3:1), these stability constants can be estimated from above with realistic and explicit bounds. This would not be true for the Navier-Stokes equations for which the corresponding bounds involve terms like exp (cTkruk 1 ), where k:k 1 denotes the L 1 (0; T; L 1 ( ))-norm. Of course, such estimates can not be used numerically, since they would lead to over-re ned discretizations.
Here, the stability constants are de ned through the solution ('; q) of the following associated problem: Through the solution ' of (3:4), we are now able to de ne the following stability constants C S i ; i = 1; : : :; 5. If the discretization is ne enough, we may assume that the constants C S i (T; u; U) can be approximated by C S i (T; u; u). Then, as foretold, these constants can be bounded from above as follows (proof omitted): where ku 1 k 1 denotes the L 1 (0; T; L 1 ( ))-norm of u 1 . Moreover, since the constant C S 4 is the analogous of C S 2 where we replaced the integral by a rectangle formula, in the implementation we also use the bound (3.6b) for C S 4 (T; u; u) We can now state the following a posteriori error estimate. 
where we have set L N = max n2f1;:::;Ng p j logk n j; U 0 = u 0 :
The constants C S i (T; u; U) are de ned by (3:5) . The proof of this Theorem can be found in Burie 1] .
We now interpret the di erent terms arising in the right-hand side of (3:7). Up to the stability constants, the rst two lines of (3:7) are similar to the estimate (2:5) of the linear problem.
The third and fourth line of (3:7) is composed of terms involving the non-linearity B. The rst (resp. second) one is due to the spatial (resp. time) discretization. Again, since jP Mn (B(U n ) ? B(U n?1 ))j ' k n @B(u) @t (t n ) ; we recover that the scheme is of order one in time.
Finally, the last line is composed of L 1 norms upon the interval I N . Apart from this, the corresponding terms are analogous to previous terms of (3:7).
We can now introduce an adaptative algorithm for approximating problem (3:1) with some given tolerance. Of course, we want the numerical cost to be optimal.
The algorithm is built by analogy with the one devised for the linear problem. For a non negative n, we de ne the following functions: Est kn (k n ; M n ; U n ) = (2 + L n )C S Est n where L n = max i2f1;:::;ng p j logk i j. The constants C S i are de ned by (3:5) with (T; u; U) = (t n ; u; U). Then, at a typical time step, suppose that (k n?1 ; M n?1 ; U n?1 ) is known. To nd k n , M n , and the corresponding U n , we introduce a sequence (k j n ; M j n ; U j n ) j 0 , where U j n is computed in terms of k j n ; M j n and U n?1 thanks to the scheme (3:3), as follows. First, we set (k 0 n ; M 0 n )=(k n?1 ; M n?1 ), and compute U 0 n . Next, for j 1, k j n is given by and we compute U j n given by (3:3). This procedure is re-iterated till reaching the stopping condition Est n (k j n ; M j n ; U j n ) TOL: (3.8c) In this case, we set (k n ; M n ; U n ) = (k j n ; M j n ; U j n ).
A multi-level adaptative method
We keep here the notations of section 2.2 for the heat equation, except that the polynomials of S Mn now satisfy a divergence free condition as in the section 3.1. So, the approximate solution U of (3:1) belongs to the space F h de ned by (2:10).
For q 2 f1; : : :; Qg, we recall that n q is the index of the rst interval I n contained in J q , that is: 8q 2 N q ; n q = minfn 2 f1; : : :; Ng such that I n J q g:
Then, the sequences (V n ) n and (W q ) q are recursively de ned by V n ? P mn U n?1 + k n AV n + k n P mn B(U n?1 ) = Equations (3.9a) and (3.9b) are coupled, on one hand through the projection on the new set of lower (resp. higher) modes of U n?1 , and, on the other hand, through the non-linear term B. For both V n and W q , the non-linear term is computed explicitly.
The following Theorem gives an a posteriori estimate for this scheme, Burie The constants C S i (T; u; U) are de ned by (3:5) .
Let us compare estimate (3:10) with the one for the scheme (3:3). The rst ve lines of the right-hand side of (3:10) are analogous to the estimate (3:7).
The other terms of (3:10) are due to the multilevel strategy. Up to the stability constants, the rst two terms are similar to the two last terms of (2:13). As previously noted, if m is close to M, they are small in comparison with previous corresponding terms of (3:10) . This result is still valid for the last term of (3:10) since, if m ' M, then An adaptative algorithm can be built by using estimate (3:10). It has some common features with the one for the heat equation, that is (2:15). In particular, the number p of iterations of V during which W is frozen is again xed and chosen a priori. For the sake of brievety, we do not present this algorithm here and refer to Burie 1] .
Numerical tests
We again give some indications on the implementation of the algorithms. Compared with the linear case, the new ingredients are the stability constants (3:5) , and, the quadratic non-linear term B, which is computed thanks to a pseudo-spectral method.
For both methods, in the estimators the stability constants C S i (t n ; u; U) are replaced by their upper bounds (3:6) .
The projection of ' upon the divergence free and zero mean functions is easily expressed by P div (')(x) = X l2Z 2 ; l6 =0 F l (') ? l jlj 2 (l F l (')) e il x :
(3.11)
One-level method. Since U n?1 2 S Mn?1 (=vector of trigonometric polynomials of degree M n?1 =2), B(U n?1 ) belongs to S 2Mn?1 . To compute all the Fourier coe cients of B(U n?1 ), before using the pseudospectral method, it would be necessary to pad the Fourier coe cients of U n?1 for modes l such that M n?1 =2 < jlj 1 M n?1 with zero.
Actually, we use the 3/2 rule (see for instance Canuto, Quarteroni, Hussaini and Zang 3]). This method is a standard one in order to remove the aliasing error due to the pseudo-spectral method. It provides the Fourier coe cients of B(U n?1 ) for jlj 1 3M n?1 =4, and, for jlj 1 M n?1 =2 the aliasing error is removed. Of course, to allow a FFT algorithm, the quantities 3M=2 belong to G M de ned by (2:16).
Then, assuming that M n 3M n?1 =2 (the variation of M between two time steps is small), the computation of U n through formula (3:3) is achievable.
Concerning now the computation of the a posteriori estimate, the non-linear terms are computed by using their Fourier coe cients thanks to the Parseval equality. In particular, we write
Multi-level method. At a typical time step n, to nd V n and evaluate the a posteriori estimator, we need to compute P mn B(U n?1 ). We assume that 3m n M n?1 . Although U n?1 belongs to S Mn?1 , we compute P mn B(U n?1 ) with FFT based on (3m n =2) 2 points 3m n =2 rather than (3M n?1 =2) 2 , which is compulsory to allow the multi-level method to be faster than the one-level. For this, we proceed as follows. First, by analogy with the 3/2 rule used for the one-level method, we start with P 3mn=2 U n?1 . Then, we project the Fourier coe cients for modes between 3m n =2 et 3m n upon the modes lower than 3m n =2 (see Burie & Marion 2] ). So, if 3m n M n?1 , the non-linear term P mn B(U n?1 ) is exactly computed.
Like in the linear case, the rst solution of (3:1) we consider is de ned by f 0 and u 0 (x 1 ; x 2 ) = P div 5 exp(?5((
where P div is the projection upon the divergence free functions (see Fig. 10 ).
The discretization parameters k and M given by the one and multilevel methods are slightly equal as it is checked for solution 2 thereafter. We choose T = 2 and set p = 8, TOL=0.05. The results of the multilevel method for solution 1 are displayed on Fig. 12 .
Concerning computing time, the following table compares both methods for various tolerances and values of p. The gain in computing time allowed by the multilevel strategy reaches 45%. Again, like in the linear case, we note that the smaller TOL is, the better the gain is.
The second solution we consider is de ned by (see Fig. 11 We choose T = 4 and TOL=0.01. On Fig. 13 are displayed the results given by the one-level method, and on Fig. 14 the results of the multilevel method for p = 10.
Next, on Fig. 13 we again nd that the research of discretization parameters loop converges in one single iteration.
With T = 100 (i.e. 25 periods of f), we check the stability of the multilevel method for TOL=0.05 (see Fig. 15 ). Therefore compared with the one-level algorithm, the smaller TOL is, the higher the number of modes integrated with a time step pk > k is, and the greater the gain is.
This behaviour can be heuristically justi ed with an argument similar to the one given in the linear case. The details are omitted. 
